of infinite length. Here it is shown that FL(P) is a sublattice of FL(Q), and infinite chains are constructed in FL(P).
2. CF(P). Let P be a partially ordered set with elements(2) pi and order relation ^. Words or lattice polynomials on the elements pi and their lengths are defined inductively by Definition 1.
Definition
1. (i) For all i, pi is a word of length 1.
(ii) If A and B are words of length ~K(A) and X(P) respectively then A\JB and AC\B are words of length \(A)+\(B).
Next the relation (^) is extended to the set of words formed from the pi. (i) A =pi and B=p, and pi^pj in P.
Proceeding recursively:
(ii) (2.1) A=Ai\JA2and Ax = B or A2^B, (2.2) A =AxC\A2 and ^i^P and A2^B, (2.3) P=PiWP2and^[^Piand^^P2, (2.4) B=.BxC\B2 and A ^Pi or A ^P2.
Lemma 1. A ^PiWP2 implies A^Bx and P2. Dually AxC\A2^B implies
Ax and A2=zB.
Proof. A proof is given for the first half of the lemma and the second half then follows by duality. The proof proceeds by induction on X(^4). When X(^4) = 1, A =pi, for some i. Thus pi^BxVJB2 and from Definition 2, the only applicable rule is (2.3). Assuming the result when X(^4) < A, let \(A) = A. Proof. (1) , (2) and (3) simply list the possibilities afforded by Definition 2.
(*) In this paper p, subscripted or not, will always denote an element of the partially ordered set P.
(») ( = ) denotes logical identity. It should now be verified that this is an equivalence relation and all further work should be carried out on the resulting equivalence classes. The elements of the lattice CF(P) will be these equivalence classes and the elements can only be represented by a word in that equivalence class. However no confusion will result if the terms "word" and "element" are used interchangeably. The formal details are left to the reader.
Theorem
1. FAe partially ordered set obtained from the set of words on a partially ordered set P by Definitions 2 and 3 is a lattice in which AKJB and AC\B are the least upper and greatest lower bounds, respectively, of A and B.
This lattice will henceforth be denoted CF(P).
Proof. AKJB^A and B by Definition 2. Let C^A and P. Then by Definition 2, C^A\JB.
Hence A\JB is the least upper bound of A and P.
A dual proof shows that ^If^P is their greatest lower bound. Because the definition of equality depends only on (^) and because the criteria for (=■) is recursive and all words have finite length it is easily seen that we have proved Theorem 2. The word problem, i.e. the problem of deciding in a finite number of steps whether two given words are equal, is solved in CF(P).
Definition
4. A partially ordered set P with elements pi is said to be embedded in a lattice L, if L possesses a subset of elements 5i such that Si<r-rpi is a 1-1 correspondence with the property that pi^pj implies Si^sj.
The embedding is called minimal if the sublattice generated by the Si is L. Theorem 3. P is minimally embedded in CF(P) and moreover any lattice in which P can be minimally embedded is a homomorphic image of CF(P).
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows immediately from the construction of CF(P). To prove the second part, let L be any lattice in which P is embedded.
Let P have elements pi, the corresponding subset of L, elements 5,-, and let pi*-*Si be the required correspondence.
By assumption S= {si} generates L. The correspondence pi<->Si induces a natural correspondence between words on the p, and words on the Si, hence a correspondence between the elements of CF(P) and L. }(ph, ■■■ , pO -> a obtained in this way is a homomorphism of CF(P) onto L. Clearly every word in CF(P) has an image in L and since S generates L, every element in L is expressible as a word on the Si, hence has a mate in CF(P).
It will be shown first that the mapping (M) preserves the order relation (^) on the elements of CF(P). That is, iff(P) and g(P) are two words, and
]=X. When X = 2, f(P)^Pi, g(P)=-p}-and p^P; implies Case l./(P)=./i(P)fy2(P). By Lemma l,/i(P) and /2(P) ^g(P). Hence by induction hypothesis fi(S) and /2 (5) 
^g(S). Since /i(S), f2(S) and g(S) are elements of a lattice L,fi(S)r~\f2(S) ^g(S). But f(P)->f(S) =fi(S)C\f2(S).
The case g(P) = gi(P)Wg2(P) is the dual of Case 1.
Case 2. f(P)=pi and g(P) =gi(P)C\g2(P). From Lemma 2, p^gi(P) or g2(P). Hence, by induction hypothesis, Si^gi(S) or g2(S) and thus Si^gi(S) Hg2(5). But g(P)^g(S) =gi(S)ng2(S). Thus s^g(S). The case g(P) =pt and f(P) =f1rP)\jf2(p-) is the dual of Case 2.
Case 3. f(P)=fx(P)Vf2(P) and g(P)^gx(P)C\g2(P). By Lemma 2 four possibilities must be examined. Suppose/(P) ^gi(P). By induction hypothesis f(S)^gi(S) and thus/(5) ^gi(S)f~\g2(S). The other possibilities are handled similarly. Since (M) preserves the order in CF(P) it is clear that (N) does also. Thus, equality in CF(P) implies equality in L, conversely distinct elements in L cannot correspond to equal words in CF(P).
It will now be shown that the correspondences (M) and (N) preserve unions and intersections in CF(P). Let f(P)->f(S) =a, g(P)-+g(S) =b and f(P)KJg(P)=h(P)->h(S)=c. It is to be shown that c = aVJb. In any event f(P)^g(P)^f(S)^Jg(S) =aVJb. Since/(P)Ug(P) = A(P), the preceding para- Proof. Necessity. Suppose that FL(P) and CF(P) are identical and that p, = l.u.b. (pj, pk). Then pi = pj^Jpk in FL(P), since it is to preserve all existing bounds of pairs of elements. But in CF(P), pi = pAJpk implies pj\Jpk^pi, hence, pjt^pi or pketpi, while on the other hand, pi^pj and pk. Thus p, = pj or pk, i.e. i=j or A. (ii) is established in a dual way.
Sufficiency. Since the elements of FL(P) and CF(P) are represented by the same set of words it suffices to prove that equality of words in FL(P) is equivalent to equality in CF(P). Since FL(P) provides a minimal embedding for P, by Theorem 3, CF(P)->FL(P), hence equality in CF(P) implies equality in FL(P). Thus in CF(P), by induction, Ai = pj, A2 = pk and thus in CF(P), A-AJA2 = pjOpk=pj. Thus A=pj in CF(P) as was to be proved. A dual proof handles the other case when A =Aif~\A2.
Now suppose A SB in FL(P). By virtue of (iii) in Dilworth's definition (1.5) .4SB(m). Proceeding now by induction on n, let ^ISB(I). If A=B there is nothing to prove. If v(A), v(B) exist and v(A)^v(B)
in P, then in CF(P), by Lemma 4, A =v(A), B=v(B), then A ^v(A) ^v(B) SB in CF(P).
If .4SB(m) one of (l)-(5) must hold. Induction hypothesis gives the corresponding result in CF(P), and either the transitivity of S or one of (2.1)-(2.4) in our Definition 2 implies A SB in CF(P).
In what follows it is convenient to consider expressions of the form AAJ • • • yJAm, m finite. While such expressions are not words as defined they shall be used here to represent a word of the form ( ■ • ■ (Ai\JA2)\J ■ ■ ■ \JA^KJAm or any word obtained from this form by use of the associative and commutative laws. In the sequel ( = ) shall be used to denote not only logically equivalent words, but also words which become logically equivalent when appropriately operated upon by the associative and commutative laws alone, writing AAJ • • • KJAn for any one such word, more frequently U< A{, tacitly assuming that only a finite number of At are involved.
Lemma 1 and (1) of Lemma 2 then may be extended by an easy induction to any finite number of terms, rather than just 2. Much use will be made of these two lemmas and special reference to them will be omitted.
3. Canonical forms and sublattices in CF(P). Uy Aj^bir for some i. The first case is the desired conclusion. The second yields the condition U,-P,^Air, which, by Theorem 5, is sufficient to construct a word shorter than U,-P< and equal to it. Dual corollaries hold of course.
Lemma 5. Let P be a partially ordered set with elements pt. In CF(P),for any index j and for any word A, (1) PjZA or (2) there exists a finite subset of indices R such that R has no indices in common with Sj= [k\pj^pk in P] and A^U^r pi.
(1) and (2) are mutually exclusive.
Proof. To show that (1) and (2) must be mutually exclusive let R be any subset of indices disjoint from Sj and suppose that (1) and (2) both hold. Thus pj^Ui^R pi, which implies that there exists an index i£P such that Pi^pi-But then iESj, contrary to the supposed disjointness of R and Sy.
That (1) or (2) must hold is proved by induction on \(A). When X(.4) = 1, As.pk. Now either pj^pk or pj%pk. In the second case let R consist of A alone and (2) holds trivially. When A =Ax<JA2 and pj%Ax^JA2 then pj^Ax P is a finite set, the subset R may always be chosen to be all subscripts not in Sy.
Theorem 6. Let T = {tt} be any subset of CF(P) with the property that, for any finite subset of indices R, tj^Ut^R tt implies that there exists kER such that tj^tk in T, and the dual property. Then the sublattice L(T) of CF(P) generated by T is lattice isomorphic to CF(Q) where Q is a partially ordered set order isomorphic^) to T.
Proof. Let the elements of Q be denoted by qi and the correspondence q&^ti. It is clear that L(T) provdes a minimal embedding for Q; hence L(T) is a homomorphic image of C¥(Q) through the mapping generated by qi-+tt. To show that this is indeed one to one it only remains to be shown that equality of words in L(T) implies the equality of the corresponding words in CF(Q). Using the notation for words employed in 
Case 3. f(T)=fi(T)r\f2(T)Zgi(T)KJg2(T)=g(T).
Since L(T) is a sublattice of CF(P) the words/,/i,/2, gi, g2 and g, up to now regarded as words on the ti, may also be regarded as words on the p,-. Rewriting the condition of Case 3,/(P)=/i(P)n/2(P)ggi(P)Ug2(P)sg(P).
By Lemma 2, either/(P) = gi(F), i=l or 2, orfj(P)^g(P),j = l or 2. These words may again be considered as words on the U,/(F)^gi(F), i = l or 2 and/,(F) Sg(T),j=l or 2, and applying the induction hypotheses to whichever condition holds, obtain f(P)Sg(P). _
The conditions of Theorem 6 are clearly necessary for L(T) to be isomorphic to CF(Q), for in CF(Q), gy2=U«g« ?• implies ffy^ff*, for some kER, and dually.
This section is concluded with a theorem giving sufficient conditions for a sublattice of CF(P) to be isomorphic to FL(P). The proof will require Lemma 5 stated for FL(P). This follows by the homomorphism CF(P) ->FL(P); however it is no longer true that (1) and (2) Then the sublattice L(S) of CF(P) generated by S is lattice isomorphic to FL(P).
Proof. Clearly Pis embedded inL(S) and by condition (1), L(S) preserves least upper and greatest lower bounds existing in P; hence pi-'S, generates a homomorphism of FL(P) into L(S), and equality of words on the pi in FL(P) implies equality of the corresponding words on the 5». To prove the converse it suffices to show, using the notation of Theorem 3, that/(S) ^g (S) in L(S) implies f(P)^g(P) in FL(P). The proof is by induction on \[j(P)] +X[g(P) ] =X. For X = 2,/(P) =Si, g(P) =Sj and the result follows from condition (1). Assume the result for X<A and let X = A.
Case 1. f(S)sEs,^g(S).
Consider pi and g(P). By Lemma 6, pi^g(P) or g(P) ^U(y,jb)£v (pj^Jpk) for some finite subset V disjoint from Ti. by condition (1) and the definition of T,. This, together with the assumption Si^g(S) and the hypothesis of the theorem, implies that there is a pair (j, A)EVsuch that sn = SjyJsk and Si^Sh, or that (/, k)ET't, contrary to the condition that V and T't are disjoint. Hence the first condition must hold, as was to be shown. The case/(S) ^g(S) =5,-is the dual.
The remainder of the proof is analogous to that given for Cases 2 and 3 in the proof of Theorem 6. 4 . Examples. Consider the partially ordered set, P, consisting of four elements, t, u, v, and w, with t>u and v>w as its only order relations. By Theorem 4,'CF(P) is identical with FL(P). Four infinite descending chains in FL(P) will now be constructed. Thus, since the lengths of the words are strictly increasing no equality could hold.
The proof of Lemma 7 is made by a straightforward induction on n, using W=aC\e. The sublattice they generate is isomorphic to CF(P), where P is the set described above. This is proved by verifying the criteria of Theorem 6. It is easy to see that the set T, U, V, W is order isomorphic with P. The other criteria then reduce to verifying o^cU(eWd) and its dual which can be done by inspection.
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